High-resolution Time-lapse Imaging and Automated Analysis of Microtubule Dynamics in Living Human Umbilical Vein Endothelial Cells
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Abstract

The physiological process by which new vasculature forms from existing vasculature requires specific signaling events that trigger morphological changes within individual endothelial cells (ECs). These processes are critical for homeostatic maintenance such as wound healing, and are also crucial in promoting tumor growth and metastasis. EC morphology is defined by the organization of the cytoskeleton, a tightly regulated system of actin and microtubule (MT) dynamics that is known to control EC branching, polarity and directional migration, essential components of angiogenesis. To study MT dynamics, we used high-resolution fluorescence microscopy coupled with computational image analysis of fluorescently-labeled MT plus-ends to investigate MT growth dynamics and the regulation of EC branching morphology and directional migration. Time-lapse imaging of living human Umbilical Vein Endothelial Cells (HUVECs) was performed following transfection with fluorescently-labeled MT End Binding protein 3 (EB3) and Mitotic Centromere Associated Kinesin (MCAK)-specific cDNA constructs to evaluate effects on MT dynamics. PlusTipTracker software was used to track EB3-labeled MT plus ends in order to measure MT growth speeds and MT growth lifetimes in time-lapse images. This methodology allows for the study of MT dynamics and the identification of how localized regulation of MT dynamics within sub-cellular regions contributes to the angiogenic processes of EC branching and migration.

Introduction

Angiogenesis is triggered by extracellular signaling cues that promote endothelial cells (ECs) to polarize, migrate with directional specificity, and form new vasculature in tissues that require blood supply. Contributing factors thought to drive angiogenesis are signals from the extracellular matrix (ECM). In response to physical cues, ECs extend new branches with directional specificity to guide directional movement in formation of the vascular network. The architecture of EC morphology and branching is defined by localized regulation of the microtubule (MT) cytoskeleton in a way that is coordinated with the regulation of acto-myosin contractility. In order for EC branches to form, myosin-II must be locally downregulated, resulting in localized membrane protrusions. At the same time and in the same location within the cell, MT growth dynamics become modified resulting in slow and persistent MT growth to promote branch elongation and stability. This coordinated cytoskeletal regulation allows ECs to polarize their morphology to facilitate directional migration.

The development of a polarized cell morphology requires polarized MT assembly. In migrating epithelial cells, MTs grow slowly and persistently specifically at the leading edge of the cell, while in neurons, the initiation and elongation of axons or dendrites requires that MTs are not only present, but that they are dynamically undergoing the processes of assembly and disassembly. In this way, localized control of MT growth dynamics determines the architecture of the cell and allows for rapid remodeling of cell morphology as ECs navigate through their ECM.

MT growth dynamics are regulated by families of molecular motor proteins and non-motor proteins, termed Microtubule Associated Proteins or Microtubule Interacting Proteins (henceforth referred to as MAPs). MAPs can be locally activated or inactivated, typically through signaling cascades initiated at the cell-ECM interface. Once active, MAPs function by binding to the MT and altering the kinetics of MT assembly and disassembly; thereby functioning to locally regulate MT dynamics in order to promote cell shape and polarity. Mitotic Centromere Associated Kinesin (MCAK) is a Kinesin-13 family MAP that binds to MT ends and couples ATP hydrolysis to MT disassembly. This functional role of MCAK is known to be critical within the mitotic spindle, as well as during interphase. Within interphase ECs, MCAK-mediated MT disassembly is regulated by localized Aurora-A induced phosphorylation of MCAK in response to wound-edge induced activation of the Rac1 small GTPase. The outcome of this signaling cascade is the inhibition of MCAK at the leading edge of ECs, resulting in polarized MT growth toward the leading edge and MCAK-induced MT disassembly at the trailing edge of migrating ECs.

Traditional methodologies for measuring MT growth dynamics have typically used hand tracking of either fluorescently-labeled tubulin or, more recently, fluorescently-labeled MT End Binding protein 1 or 3 (EB1 or EB3, respectively). The fluorescent tubulin approach has the advantage of labeling the entire MT array. However, because the majority of mitotic cell types maintain a radial array of MTs during interphase, MTs...
near the centrosome are very dense, and as a result, tracking MT growth and disassembly with fluorescent tubulin is usually limited to the peripheral regions of the cell. Because of these limitations, utilization of fluorescently-labeled EB proteins (EB1 or EB3) has been the more common approach to measuring MT dynamics. Because EBs only label the growing plus-ends of MTs, they appear as small (1-3 μm), brightly fluorescent comets, thus providing an easily discernable marker of MT polymerization with very limited background fluorescence34,37. While the fact that EBs label only a subset of the MT array represents a major strength of the EB approach, it also highlights one important limitation, that non-growing MTs are not labeled by the EB3 approach. Nevertheless, the ability to measure and track EB3 comets over time and to visualize MT growth within sub-cellular regions make this approach ideal for applications that require regional evaluation of MT organization.

Another critical limitation of traditional methodologies for measuring MT growth dynamics has been very large data sets and the time required for data analysis. This limitation stems from the need for hand tracking of hundreds of EB comets at high time resolution. Moreover, these measurements need to be done in a statistically significant number of cells and also performed under a variety of control and experimental conditions. Recently, these constraints have been overcome through computational analysis techniques specifically directed at tracking EB3 comets using time-lapse microscopy in living cells32. When used appropriately, this computational approach serves to both restrict the potential for human error associated with hand-tracking in addition to providing for a high-throughput method of measuring MT polymerization. Computational analysis of MT dynamics using the MatLab-based software package, plusTipTracker, allows for measurements of MT growth by tracking fluorescently-labeled EB3 comets33,35,38. Additionally, plusTipTracker software allows for calculations of MT catastrophe events (a.k.a. disassembly) based on the disappearance of EB3 comets within a growing MT track, and allows for sub-cellular (a.k.a. regional) analysis of MT growth dynamics within user-defined regions of interest. For our studies, MT growth dynamics were compared within branched regions versus non-branched regions, or within leading versus trailing cell edges. Data output from plusTipTracker software can also be used to generate color-coded track overlays for individual cells and sub-cellular regions.

Here we describe the methodology used to investigate the role of MCAK in modulating MT growth dynamics and the contribution of this MT depolymerase to the regulation of EC branching morphology and directional migration. Our approach used a primary human cell line, Human Umbilical Vein Endothelial Cells (HUVECs), which are easily cultured and highly amenable to electropropation-induced, transient transfection of plasmid cdNA. We then used high-resolution, time-lapse fluorescence microscopy of HUVECs transfected with MT End Binding protein 3 (EB3) and Mitotic Centromere Associated Kinesin (MCAK)-specific cdNA constructs to evaluate effects on MT dynamics transfected HUVECs. PlusTipTracker-based computational image analysis of EB3-labeled MT plus ends was to measure MT growth speeds and MT growth lifetimes in time-lapse images, to measure and compare effects of experimental manipulations on MT growth dynamics. This methodology allows for the study of MT dynamics and the identification of how localized regulation of MT dynamics within sub-cellular regions contributes to the angiogenic processes of EC branching and migration. These techniques are applicable to investigations of any MAP that can be fluorescently labeled and expressed in live cells.

### Protocol

#### 1. HUVEC Culture and Maintenance

1. Prepare complete endothelial basal medium by adding the entire contents of the endothelial cell growth medium supplement package and 5% penicillin/streptomycin antibiotic mixture to phenol red free endothelial basal media (see Materials/Equipment list for details). Warm complete endothelial basal medium to 37 °C in a water bath.
2. Remove one HUVEC cryovial from liquid nitrogen storage and thaw rapidly in a 37 °C water bath for 2 min. When ~ 80-90% thawed, add 500 μl of warmed complete endothelial basal medium to the cryovial, mix by pipetting, and dispense cells evenly into a 100 mm plastic tissue culture dish containing 15 ml of warmed complete endothelial basal medium.
3. Place cells into a 37 °C incubator with 5% CO₂. Allow cells to adhere overnight. Do not remove or change the cell culture medium.
4. When the 100 mm dish is > 90% confluent, transfer HUVECs into a 75 cm² tissue culture treated flask and maintain at >60% confluence at all times (see step 1.5).
5. When HUVECs reach >90% confluence, rinse 2 times with 10 ml of 1x PBS, and then remove the cells from the tissue culture dish by treating them 1.5 ml of 0.25% trypsin for 1-2 min at 37 °C. Note: Viability of HUVECs is greatly reduced by extending the length of trypsin exposure.
6. Rescue cells by adding 8.5 ml complete endothelial basal medium to the trypsin/HUVEC mixture at a ratio of 4:1 endothelial basal media complete: trypsin (minimal ratio), and collect in a 15 ml conical tube.
7. Centrifuge at 1,400 x g for 4 min. Aspirate the supernatant.
8. Resuspend the pellet in 2 ml of complete endothelial basal medium and add the cells to a new 225 cm² tissue culture flask containing 25 ml of complete endothelial basal medium.

#### 2. Coverslip Preparation Prior to HUVEC Culture

1. Coating Coverslips with Fibronec tin Substrates.
   1. Prepare squeaky-clean 22 mm No. 1.5 coverslips39 and store at room temperature (RT) in 100% ethanol.
   2. Use a Bunsen burner to flame a coverslip and place it into a 35 mm petri dish using tweezers.
   3. Prepare a fibronec tin/PBS mixture by mixing 10 μl of fibronec tin stock (1 mg/ml) with 990 μl of PBS.
   4. Pipette 250 μl of the fibronec tin/PBS mixture onto the coverslip in the 35 mm dish. Spread evenly to cover the surface of the coverslip.
   5. Incubate the dish for a minimum of 3 hr at 37 °C and rinse 3 times with 2 ml of 1x PBS before use.
2. Coating Coverslips with Polyacrylamide (PA) Substrates.
   1. Coverslip Activation
1. Place a 22 mm No. 1.5 coverslip in 50% 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane for 10 min on a stir plate. After incubation, wash 10 times for 2 min each in double-distilled H₂O (ddH₂O).
2. Incubate the coverslip in 0.5% glutaraldehyde for 30 min on a stir plate. After incubation, wash 10 times for 2 min in ddH₂O.

2. Polyacrylamide Preparation
   1. Prepare a PA gel with a compliance of 0.7 kilopascal (kPa) by adding 3.75 ml of 40% acrylamide, 0.3 ml of 2% bis-acrylamide, and 0.95 ml of ddH₂O.
   2. Prepare a 10% working solution of ammonium persulfate (APS) and store on ice until use.
   3. To prepare the PA solution for 1 coverslip (total volume = 166.7 μl), add 0.83 μl of ddH₂O, 41.7 μl of the bis-acrylamide solution (made in step 2.2.2.1), 124 μl of 10% APS, and 0.25 μl of TEMED.
   4. Immediately pipet 15 μl of PA solution onto a hydrophobic glass slide (see Reagents List) and cover with an activated 22 mm No. 1.5 coverslip. Allow the PA to polymerize for 20 min at RT.
   5. Remove the coverslip and transfer to a 35 mm dish. Wash 3 times with 2 ml of 1x PBS. Store for < 2 weeks at 4 °C.
   6. To bind fibronectin to the polyacrylamide gel, expose the polyacrylamide-coated coverslips to 2 mM sulfo-SANPAH with 7,500 J of UV light (254nm). Rinse once with ddH₂O.
   7. Prepare a fibronectin/PBS mixture by mixing 10 μl of fibronectin stock (1 mg/ml) with 990 μl of PBS.
   8. Pipette 250 μl of the fibronectin/PBS mixture onto the coverslip(s) in a 35 mm petri dish. Spread evenly to cover the surface of the coverslip.
   9. Incubate the dish for a minimum of 3 hr at 37 °C and rinse 3 times with 2 ml of 1x PBS before use.

3. cDNA Transfection and HUVEC Culture on Coverslip
   1. Complete steps 1.5-1.6.
   2. Using a hemocytometer, count the cell number and collect a volume containing 100,000 cells/coverslip (for non-migration experiments) or 500,000 cells/coverslip (for migration experiments). Pellet the cells via centrifugation at 1,400 x g for 4 min.
   Note: Migration protocol is described in section 9, below.
   3. Resuspend cells to be transfected with 100 μl electroporation buffer. Combine with 1 μg cDNA and place into electroporation cuvette.
   Electroporate cells: DNA mixture using the program designated for HUVEC electroporation (e.g. program #: A-034).
   4. Rescue transfected cells with 500 μl complete endothelial basal medium and plate cells onto a fibronectin-coated 22 mm No. 1.5 coverslip (see Protocol 2.1, above). Incubate at 37 °C for 3–4 hr to allow time for expression of cDNA constructs.

4. Preparation of Specimen for Imaging
   1. Cut double-sided tape into 2.5 cm x 0.65 cm strips.
   2. Obtain a clean glass slide. Take two strips of double-sided tape and secure them horizontally along the top and bottom edge of the slide.
   Note: It is important to allow a small amount of space between the tape and the slide edge for sealing the chamber as described in step 4.5).
   3. Mount coverslip (from Step 3.4; cell-side down) such that 2 edges of the coverslip rest on the tape. Use forceps to press down gently to secure the coverslip.
   4. Using a micropipette, add 40 μl of imaging medium (complete endothelial basal medium supplemented with 25 μM HEPES) between the coverslip and slide. Ensure that the space between the coverslip and slide is completely filled with imaging medium. Aspirate excess imaging medium (if necessary).
   5. Seal all edges with warm VALAP (1:1:1 petroleum jelly: lanolin: paraffin). Check for leakages by pushing gently on the glass coverslip.
   6. Place mounted and sealed coverslip onto pre-warmed (37 °C) microscope stage.

5. Microscopy
   1. Using a spinning disk confocal microscope equipped with a 60X, 1.40 Numerical Aperture (NA) Differential Interference Contrast (DIC) oil immersion objective lens, an automated focus monitoring system (PFS), electronic shutter for transmitted illumination, an X-and-Y motored stage, band pass filters housed in an electronic filter wheel, and a monolithic laser combiner module, focus the microscope at the interface of the cell coverslip and use the microscope stage joystick to locate a single cell.
   2. Click on the "Camera Settings" panel in the image software program. Within the "exposure time" dropdown window of the Camera Settings panel, select 400 msec.
   Note: Exposure times may vary and should be determined empirically.
   3. Click on the "ND Acquisition" panel in the image software program. Within the lambda (λ) tab of the ND Acquisition panel, click on the check boxes to select the 488 and 561 nm lasers. Within the "time" tab of the ND Acquisition panel, set the acquisition time to 2 sec and the total time to 2 min.
   4. Click the "Run Now" button within the ND Acquisition panel to acquire a 2 min time-lapse image sequence at 2 sec acquisition intervals using a 400 msec exposure time for both the 488- and 561 nm illumination.
   5. In the "Optical Config" panel of the image software program and using the camera settings described in step 5.2, click on the 405 nm laser button and then click "Acquire" to capture a single image of blue fluorescent protein (BFP)-labeled proteins.
   Note: It is generally advisable to limit cell exposure (frequency of image capture and/or exposure time) to 405 nm laser illumination as this wavelength can damage the cells over time.
   6. In the "Optical Config" panel of the image software program and using the camera settings described in step 5.2, click on the DIC button and then click "Acquire" to capture a single DIC image of the cell for branching morphology analysis (see section 10, below).
MT Dynamics Analysis

1. For EB3 tracking, use plusTipTracker software, an open-source, MatLab-based computational software package designed for automatic detection, tracking, analysis and visualization of fluorescently labeled EBs.

2. plusTipGetTracks Graphical User Interface (GUI)
   1. To access the plusTipGetTracks GUI, type plusTipGetTracks.
   2. For EB3 comet detection, use the GUI to browse and select the parent directory that contains the .tif images.
   3. Within the tracking parameters panel of the plusTipGetTracks GUI, enter the following values: Search Range Radius = 5 - 10; Minimum Sub-Track Length = 3; Max Gap Length (Frames) = 12; Max Shrinkage Factor = 1.0; Maximum Angle Forward = 25; Maximum Angle Backward = 10; Fluctuation Radius (Pixels) = 2; Frame Rate (sec) = 2; Pixel Size (µm) = 110.
   4. For Region of Interest (ROI) selection, create binary masks of the whole cell by manually tracing the cell edge using the DIC image of the cell to form a polygon.
   5. For Sub-Region of Interest (sub-ROI) selection, create leading and trailing edge masks by manually drawing a 2 point thick line across the wound-edge cell of interest using a modified plusTipTracker sub-ROI selection tool.
   6. MT growth sub-track and subpopulation analysis
      1. Calculate the mean MT growth speed and mean MT growth lifetime for "group" datasets (see step 6.3.2), for each ROI (see step 6.2.4), and for each sub-ROI (see step 6.2.5).

7. Colocalization Analysis

1. For background subtraction, use the "line tool" of the imaging software program, draw a Region of Interest (ROI) by clicking on the screen to create a square shape that is 10 µm² on the green channel image (488 nm excitation) at a position where there is no cell fluorescence (the background). Repeat this for the red channel image (561 nm excitation) using the images from Step 5.8.

2. Using the imaging software program, right click on the ROI from step 7.1 and select "set as background ROI." Click on "Image," then click on "subtract background" from the dropdown window to subtract the average background values (from Step 7.1) from the entire image. Perform background subtraction for cells co-expressing Em-Aurora A and either mCherry-MCAK, mApple-EB3, or mApple-tubulin.

3. In the background subtracted red channel image, click on the Binary ribbon and select "Define Threshold" and then select the "per channel" function to exclude the designated fluorescent marker.

4. Using the line tool in the imaging software, draw a 2-point thick line over the excluded objects within the thresholded image.

5. Select the line objects drawn in step 7.4. Copy and paste the line objects from the red channel onto its corresponding green channel (Em-Aurora A) image.
6. Measure the grayscale pixel intensity values under the line objects to calculate the co-localization and total Em-Aurora-A values for each individual cell by selecting “Measure,” then “Intensity Profile” from the dropdown window within the imaging software program.

1. Organize the data by experimental treatment and sub-cellular region by exporting to a spreadsheet software program and saving the file as type .xls (for example, "control_grayscale_intensity.xls").

Note: Data presented in this way represents the co-localization fraction of total measured Em-Aurora-A per sub-cellular region.

7. Using the measured values from step 7.6, repeat step 6.3.7 to calculate the statistical significance using p <0.05 as the cutoff for significance.

8. Immunofluorescence

1. Fix cells (see step 3.4) with paraformaldehyde/glutaraldehyde co-extraction/fixation buffer (PGF-PHEM; 4% paraformaldehyde, 0.15% glutaraldehyde, 0.2% detergent in 60 mM PIPES, 27.3 mM HEPES, 10 mM EGTA, and 8.2 mM MgSO4, pH 7.0) for 10 min at RT.

2. Rinse 3 times for 5 min with 2 ml of 1x PBS. Treat 2 times for 15 min with 0.01 g/ml NaBH4 in 1x PBS to quench reactive aldehydes.

Note: NaBH4 forms bubbles that can cause the coverslips to float. It is critical that the coverslips remain submerged during these incubations.

3. If the coverslips begin to float, use forceps to elevate one edge of the coverslip in order to allow the bubbles to escape.

4. Rinse 2 times with 1x PBS before blocking with 5% fat-free milk in 1x PBS on a rocking platform for 1 hr at RT.

5. Incubate cells in primary antibodies (rabbit anti-pT288-Aurora A (1:1,000)) and rat anti-α-tubulin (1:500) prepared in 1x PBS solution.

6. Incubate at 4 °C on a rocking platform overnight.

7. Remove primary antibodies and rinse 3 times for 5 min in 1x PBS before incubating with secondary antibodies (donkey anti-rabbit (1:1,000) and goat anti-rat (1:1,000)) prepared in 5% fat-free milk for 2 hr at 37 °C.

8. Using the imaging software, click on “File” then click on Save As” then click to select the image file type .xls.

9. Open the hand-tracking data file (from step 10.8) using a spreadsheet software program. Calculate the mean migration velocity and mean migration distance to origin.

9. Cell Migration Assay

1. Perform HUVEC culture for migration assays as described above (Protocol 3: cDNA Transfection and HUVEC Culture on Coverslip, Steps 3.3.2-3.3).

2. Following cell transfection, rescue transfected cells with 80 μl complete endothelial basal medium. Pipette the 80 μl sample as a single drop onto the center of a dried fibronectin-coated 22-mm round No. 1.5 coverslip. Do not spread the 80 μl drop. Incubate at 37 °C for 3-4 hr to allow time for cell adherence into a confluent monolayer.

Note: Drying the coverslip is necessary to prevent the 80 μl drop from spreading upon contact of the coverslip. This approach allows for HUVECs to be concentrated within a small area of the coverslip and thereby promotes the rapid formation of a confluent monolayer of cells.

3. Rinse 2 times in complete endothelial basal medium to remove un-attached cells.

4. To create a "wound edge," scrape the coverslip with a sterilized razor blade by gently dragging a clean razor blade across the HUVEC monolayer (from Step 9.2). Hold the coverslip gently in place with forceps to prevent slippage of the razor blade during scraping.

5. Allow the cells to recover in a 37 °C incubator for 3 hr. Assemble and mount coverslip(s) for imaging (see Protocol 4).

6. Acquire phase-contrast and 488 nm images at 10 min intervals for 12 hr on the microscope using a 10x 0.45 NA phase objective and a 0.52 NA LWD condenser using the “ND Acquisition” panel of the image acquisition software program (described in Step 5.3).

7. Mount coverslip on a glass slide in fluorescence-optimized mounting medium. Seal the coverslip edges to the slide using clear nail polish, and store in the dark at 4 °C.

10. Quantification of HUVEC Branching and Migration

1. For branching analysis and to allow for even cell illumination and unbiased quantification, acquire a microscopic image of a HUVEC transfected (see Step 3.3) and expressing the mApple-C1 cDNA construct, a cell volume marker.

2. Using the imaging software program, open the mApple-C1 image and label the position on both sides of the branch where the membrane displays the greatest angle of curvature. Connect those two points with a straight line. This line is the "branch origin."

3. Using the line tool of the imaging software, visually identify branches that measure >10 μm in length from the "branch origin" determined in Step 10.2. Calculate the branch length by measuring the distance from the "branch origin" to the most distal point of the branch tip (refer to Figure 4).

4. Count the number of branched protrusions that measure >10 μm in length to obtain "cell branch number."

5. For migration analysis, using the images collected in Step 9.6, visually identify a wound-edge HUVEC based on physical location (i.e. cells physically at the edge of the wound) and expression profile (i.e., select a green wound edge cell if the experiment involves expression of GFP).

6. Using the phase-contrast images of the cell, visually identify the nucleus (the semi-transparent spherical structure near the center of the cell), and then visually identify the nucleolus (a small, dark-colored, spherical structure within the nucleus) at the first time point of the time-lapse images.

Click on the position of the nucleolus to label the x and y coordinates of the nucleolus.

7. Using imaging software, hand-track the nucleolus in successive time-lapse images by clicking on the position of the nucleolus to label the x and y coordinates of the nucleolus in each frame of the time-lapse movie (Figure 4).

8. Using the imaging software, click on “File” then click on Save As” then click to select the image file type .xls.

9. Open the hand-tracking data file (from step 10.8) using a spreadsheet software program. Calculate the mean migration velocity and mean migration distance to origin.

10. Using a spreadsheet software program, click on "Data,” then click on "Data Analysis” from the Data dropdown window. Select Bonferroni-corrected, one-way analysis of variance test with >95% confidence as the cutoff for statistical significance.
Representative Results

HUVEC culture for live-cell microscopy

Live-cell imaging of HUVECs expressing fluorescent proteins requires that HUVECs are maintained in an environment that is suitable for normal cell growth and maintenance, as well as normal protein expression and function. **Figure 1** shows a schematic depiction of the protocol used to prepare a buffered and closed system that maintains optimized optical characteristics for collecting time-lapse images of live cells. Thin strips of double-sided tape are placed onto a glass slide (**Figure 1A**) and then the coverslip containing the cultured HUVECs is inverted on top of the tape such that the cells are facing the slide (**Figure 1B**). In this way, the tape provides a small gap between the two glass surfaces, and creates a space in which the cells can be bathed in appropriate cell culture media (**Figure 1C**; see Protocol 4, above). In a final step, the glass coverslip is sealed to the glass slide using a petroleum jelly: lanolin: paraffin wax (1:1:1 mixture, VALAP; **Figure 1D**) to establish a closed system. This cell culture approach was used for both the shorter time sequence imaging of EB3 comets and for the longer time sequence branching and migration experiments. Additionally, the wax-like consistency of VALAP allows for easy removal from the glass slide and coverslip at the end of an imaging experiment such that supplemental approaches including fixation and immunolabelling (see Protocol 8), can be performed on the same coverslip and cell sample that was visualized using the live-cell imaging approach.

Automated tracking of fluorescently-labeled EB3 allows for comprehensive analysis of whole cell and regional MT growth dynamics. The collection of clear, distinct, and highly time and space-resolved microscopic images of the EB3 protein is essential to the analysis of EB3 movements within the cell. HUVEC expression of fluorescently-labeled EB3 varies widely from cell to cell and fluorescence intensity typically increases within the same cell over a period of hr. Thus, it is important to consider and monitor these changes in expression profile in order to identify potential effects of increased EB expression on MT growth dynamics. This is best accomplished by evaluating grey-scale fluorescence intensity profiles for each imaged cell, and then restricting data analysis to those cells that display a defined range of grey-scale expression profiles. Initial evaluation of expression profile data sets is critical, and should be compared with MT growth dynamics data that is obtained by plusTipTracker software for each cell. Expression profiles can be plotted against MT growth speed and MT growth lifetime for each cell within an experimental group, in order to determine the desired range of grey-scale expression and to identify potential outliers.
At least ten microns in length, additional criterion require that branches must be longer (“branch length”) than they are wide (at the “branch origin”), and that branches must be at least ten microns in length.

Figure 2 highlights a HUVEC cultured on a fibronectin substrate (see Protocol 2.1, above) and expressing near optimal levels of mApple-labeled EB3. Fluorescent EB3 comets are shown in a time-lapse series of images over a period of 12 sec (Figure 2A). Analysis of EB3 comets using plusTipTracker software involves an automated, frame-by-frame EB3 comet detection (green and yellow dots, Figure 2B). Comets detected within each frame are then linked, dependent upon their change in position from frame-to-frame, to generate EB3 tracks and a visual EB3 track overlay (Figure 2C-F). Track overlays are color-coded and color distinctions can be determined by parameters entered by the user. Commonly, these distinctions use the global mean of MT growth speed and MT growth lifetime5,31 and thereby split the data into four groups: slow and short-lived (red), slow and long-lived (yellow), fast and short-lived (green), and fast and long-lived MT growth (blue; Figure 2G). PlusTipTracker-mediated tracking of EB3-labeled MT growth dynamics also enables user-defined Regions of Interest (ROIs). PlusTipTracker extracts the MT growth track data from within the user-defined ROI (Figure 2A, B and F), thereby allowing for comparisons of MT growth dynamics within different regions of the same cell.

HUVECs are well known to respond to various types of signaling cues and, in doing so, to undergo morphological alterations that dictate an appropriate cellular response to the particular signaling cue(s)36,40-42. HUVECs cultured on fibronectin coated glass substrates (Figure 3A), or on stiff 2-dimensional polyacrylamide ECMs (55 kPa) typically display a round or elongated morphology with few distinct branched protrusions (Figure 3B). However, when cultured on very soft 2-dimensional polyacrylamide ECMs (0.7 kPa), HUVECs display a highly branched morphology that is known to result from compliance-induced downregulation of myosin-II contractility4,5,31 (Figure 3C). Thus, HUVECs regulate their cellular morphology through ECM mechanosensing, and this is accomplished through localized modulation of MT dynamics and acto-myosin contractility.

Because HUVECs display a wide variety of morphological attributes, in order to measure HUVEC branching it is critical to first define what a branched protrusion is, and then to define how a branched protrusion will be measured objectively. One technique uses a four-step approach by which a cell boundary or “mask” is generated by hand tracing the edges of the cell using an image of a cell expressing a fluorescent volume marker to define the cell edges (Figure 3D). Following mask generation, branch origins are defined by locating greatest angle of curvature between the branched protrusion and the cell body. A line is drawn to demark the “branch origin” (purple angled lines; Figure 3E). Branch number is measured simply by counting the number of branches with a defined branch origin (Figure 3F). Branch length is measured as the distance from the branch origin to the distal branch tip (Figure 3G). To avoid inclusion of small lamellipodial projections from data analysis, additional criterion require that branches must be longer (“branch length”) than they are wide (at the “branch origin”), and that branches must be at least ten microns in length5,31.
Figure 3: Analysis of HUVEC branching morphology. (A-C) DIC image examples of HUVECs cultured on fibronectin coated glass ECMs (A) stiff (55 kPa) polyacrylamide ECMs (B) and soft (0.7 kPa) polyacrylamide ECMs (C). Branching is dramatically increased in HUVECs cultured on 0.7 kPa polyacrylamide ECMs (C) as compared to stiffer ECMs (A, B). (D) DIC microscopic image (left image) of a transfected HUVEC expressing a mApple-C1 cDNA construct (a cell volume marker; right image). (E) Define the branch origin by locating the greatest angle of curvature (i.e. the position where the membrane displays the greatest curvature; purple-colored lines) on either side of the branch and then connect the angles with a straight line (blue lines). (F) Identify and selecting branched protrusions that extend >10 μm from the "branch origin" (defined in E). Count the number of branched protrusions to obtain the "branch number." (G) Measure the distance from the center of the "branch origin" to the most distal point of the branch using the line tool in the annotations and measurements application of NIS Elements Software to obtain the "branch length." Scale bars = 20 μm. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

In addition to sensing ECM compliance, HUVECs also sense and respond to the elimination of adjacent cellular contacts as induced by scratch wounding. In the migration assay, HUVECs cultured in a monolayer are subjected to a scratch wound and migration characteristics are measured (see Protocol 9, above). After induction of the wound by scratching the monolayer, wound-edge HUVECs polarize by developing a protrusive leading edge that extends into the wound (Figure 4A, t = 0 hr). Over a time course of 10-12 hr, polarized wound-edge HUVECs migrate into the wound area and fill the wound, establishing a new confluent monolayer (Figure 4A, t = 11 hr). As with HUVEC branching, current evidence suggests that polarization and migration is critically dependent upon the coordinated re-organization of the MT and actin cytoskeletons 43-49. This is achieved, in part, through localized inhibition of MCAK-induced MT disassembly at the leading edge, but not at the trailing edge of wound-edge HUVECs 31. The sensitivity of MT dynamics to wound-induced polarization is initiated by the Rac1 GTPase, which targets numerous downstream regulator proteins, including Aurora-A kinase that phosphorylates and inhibits MCAK at the leading edge, and other kinases that are capable of inhibiting or activating MAPs to locally modulate MT growth and shrinkage 18,31,36,48,50-53. Extensive experimental evidence supports the notion that coordination of leading edge protrusion and trailing edge contraction is governed through cycles of Rac1 activation to promote MT assembly at the leading edge and RhoA activation to acto-myosin contractility at the trailing edge, thereby driving directed motility 9,41,51,52,54-58.

To date, there is not an established methodology for performing automated tracking of cell migration. This is a result of difficulty in computationally analyzing cell-ECM boundaries that are consistently changing as wound-edge cells polarize and migrate. While many software programs are capable of tracking fluorescently labeled cells 59-64, the population of fluorescently labeled HUVECs in wound-edge migration experiments is approximately 30-40% of the total HUVEC population, and therefore the majority of the wound-edge cells must be visualized by phase-contrast or DIC imaging. Additionally, it is important when measuring wound-edge migration to evaluate fluorescent and non-fluorescent cells within the same wound in order to identify specific effects of expression constructs both within experimental study groups and between experimental study groups. Currently, the best approach to measure HUVEC migration is to use a hand tracking approach in which a wound-edge cell is first identified and then the nucleus and nucleolus are identified (Figure 4B). The nucleolus is used as the position determinant for cell tracking due to its high light scattering density and relatively small size. These two features of the nucleolus make it easier to identify and reduce measurement error by limiting the area in which the user can place individual track positions. HUVEC migration tracks are then generated by clicking on the nucleolus in successive time-lapse image frames. Finally, migration velocity and migration distance to origin are measured and analyzed for control and experimental cell groups (Figure 4B).
Figure 4: Analysis of wound-edge HUVECs and migration tracking. (A) 20X phase-contrast images of an 11 hr time-lapse imaging series of scratch wound-edge HUVECs (a.k.a. “Migration Assay”). The wound and direction of migration are indicated in panel t = 0 hr. HUVECs are shown to cross the wound-edge and advance into the wound until a monolayer of cells is formed (t = 3.5 hr - t = 11 hr). (B) Analysis of migration assay time lapse imaging (as shown in A) requires first the identification of a trackable wound-edge HUVEC based on cell location (i.e. cells physically at the edge of the wound) and expression profile (i.e., select a green wound edge cell if the experiment involves expression of GFP). Using the phase contrast image, identify the nucleus and the nucleolus. Hand track the nucleolus in successive time-lapse images using the annotations and measurements application in NIS Elements software to determine migration velocity and distance to origin. Scale bars = 100 μm (A), 20 μm (B). Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

Discussion

Using HUVECs in Morphology and Migration Experiments.
Live-cell imaging of EB3-labeled MT growth dynamics within HUVECs requires appropriate and reproducible cell culture conditions in order to measure and evaluate changes in MT growth and HUVEC morphology, such that they can then be assigned to an ECM signaling cue. HUVECs represent an excellent model for studying cell shape and motility. They are highly amenable to transfection with fluorescently-labeled cDNAs, they exhibit dramatic morphologies in response to both soluble and physical signaling cues, and they maintain the ability to organize themselves into vascular tubes when provided appropriate cell culture conditions. Primary cell cultures, such as HUVECs, require careful handling and monitoring of cell passage number in order to ensure the cells are healthy and that they will behave normally during experimentation. For example, when conducting experiments investigating the cytoskeleton and/or cell morphology, HUVECs should not be used for experiments beyond the tenth cell culture passage, as HUVECs typically begin to display non-uniform morphologies around passage twelve to fifteen.

Cell density is also a critical regulator of HUVEC health and proliferation. HUVEC branching investigations (see Protocol 10.1-10.4, above) use relatively low cell density cultures in order to provide the cells physical space to interact with their ECM and to extend branched protrusions. In contrast, in wound-edge migration studies (see Protocol 10.5-10.8), HUVECs are culture in a monolayer prior to wounding. As such, wound-edge HUVECs display a relatively un-branched morphology, extend leading edge protrusions, and exhibit cell-cell interactions with their immediate neighbors as they migrate into the wound.

Caveats and Advantages of Tracking MT Dynamics in Living HUVECs.
Spinning disk microscopy is an excellent approach to test experimental hypotheses that require confocal image clarity with high time-resolution. With the appropriate camera and laser module, this microscopy approach is sensitive to low emission fluorescence and can aid in reduced photobleaching compared to other types of fluorescence microscopy. Importantly, this approach is also well suited for moderate to high time-resolution imaging as is required for generating comprehensive measurements of MT growth dynamics using the EB3 labeling approach, in a variety of different cell types.
While the EB3 methodology of labeling growing MT plus-ends has distinct advantages over other methods of fluorescently labeling MTs, it also has unique disadvantages. For example, there is a proportion of the MT array that is not actively growing at any given time, including both the population of disassembling MTs and the population of stable, non-dynamic MTs. EB3 would not label these two populations of MTs and therefore the contribution of these two populations would not be included in experimental data analysis. Alternative methodologies for evaluating the entire MT array have focused on expression of fluorescently-labeled tubulin, which incorporates into all populations of MTs and allows for identification of growing, shrinking, and stable MTs. However, because of the relatively high density of the MT array near the center of the cell and adjacent to the microtubule organizing center (MTOC), labeling the entire MT array creates a disadvantage in performing image analysis of MT ends that are not near the cell periphery. Experiments using two-color co-labeling of MTs with fluorescent tubulin and fluorescent EB3 in live cells have revealed, qualitatively, that the vast majority of tubulin-labeled MTs are also EB3-labeled. Additionally, there has not been an efficient method of automated tracking of MTs labeled with fluorescent tubulin. This means that data collection and measurements of MT dynamics in cells expressing fluorescent tubulin require hand tracking of individual MTs, a process that is prone and tedious. As a result, automated computational analysis of EB3 labeled MTs has become the preferred methodology for measuring MT dynamics as it can be applied to MT dynamics experiments across numerous cell types and within a variety of experimental regimes.

Linking MT Growth Dynamics to HUVEC Morphology and Migration.

From the perspective of a cytoskeletal investigator, one extremely useful adaptation of the plusTipTracker automated tracking analysis is the ability to measure and evaluate both whole cell and regional changes in MT growth dynamics. The requirement for a cell to become polarized is an essential pre-requisite for directional cell migration. As such, polarized signaling cues have long been known as key drivers for directional cell migration. For example, soluble signaling molecules such as VEGF induce actin polymerization and MT growth toward the VEGF cue in endothelial cell types. Additionally, in response to physical interactions with the ECM (for example, compliance and dimensionality mechanosensing), HUVECs modulate their MT dynamics by locally regulating MAPs to promote MT growth within elongating branched protrusions, and this serves to guide HUVEC migration in the direction of the cue. Thus, polarization in response to extracellular signaling cues highlights the need for experimental evaluation of localized changes in cytoskeletal dynamics.

Simultaneous live-cell imaging of MT growth dynamics (using the EB3 approach) and HUVEC cell migration is extremely difficult to perform because MTs grow on a time scale of seconds, while changes in cell morphology and directional migration occur on a time scale of hours. Yet both processes are intimately linked. Moreover, continuous, rapid imaging of fluorescently-labeled EB3 on the second time scale leads to photobleaching of the EB3 signal. Attempts to overcome this issue by conducting short imaging series of EB3 (1-2 min acquisition series) every 30 minutes have been successful, but could only be accomplished in a small number of ECs that had optimal expression of EB3 and that did not display adverse effects to repeated laser illumination.

An alternative approach that allows for interpretation of how MT growth dynamics contribute to changes in cell morphology and migration is the plusTipTracker Region of Interest (ROI) tool. This methodology allows for whole cell MT growth tracks to be sub-divided into user-defined regions, from which MT growth tracks can then be extracted and analyzed. For example, comparisons of "branched" versus "non-branched" regions of the cell have revealed that MTs grow more slowly and more persistently within branched regions as compared to the non-branched cell periphery. In polarized wound-edge HUVECs, comparisons of the leading edge and trailing edge MT growth dynamics revealed that MCAK-induced MT disassembly is inhibited specifically within the leading edge, but not the trailing edge. Regional evaluation of leading and trailing edge MT growth dynamics in HUVECs expressing Rac1 and/or phosphorylation mutants of MCAK further revealed that Rac1-induced activation of Aurora-A kinase specifically and locally inhibits MCAK activity within the leading edge to drive HUVEC polarization and directional migration. Thus, the combination of automated tracking of MT growth dynamics and regional evaluation of MT growth dynamics within the branched protrusions and/or the leading edge of wound-edge HUVECs has allowed us to link MT growth dynamics to HUVEC morphology and migration.

The protocols described are designed to provide a generally straightforward and highly repeatable methodology for HUVEC culture and experimental investigation. Nevertheless, many of the protocol details are complex and time consuming, which, in turn, provides opportunity for errors or difficulties in conducting the experimental methodology. While it was attempted to address potential problems throughout the protocol, here is provided additional, detailed troubleshooting of potential problems that are less common or otherwise abbreviated as notes within the methodology protocols.

Related to coating coverslips with polyacrylamide substrates (Protocol 2.2), a common problem that arises is the complex nature of activating glass coverslips, coupling polyacrylamide to the glass, activating polyacrylamide, and then coupling ECM to the polyacrylamide. One particularly difficult and potentially problematic step is cultivating HUVECs onto the fibronectin/polyacrylamide gel following exposure of the polyacrylamide-covered coverslips to mM sulfo-SANPAH (step 2.2.2.6, above). It is critical to the success of culturing HUVECs on these substrates that sulfo-SANPAH be completely removed from the experimental system following ECM conjugation. This can be best accomplished by washing with ddH2O and incubating the coverslips in ddH2O on a shaker overnight. If cells cultured on the polyacrylamide ECMs do not survive, or if viability is less than expected, incubate washing of sulfo-SANPAH after conjugation to fibronectin (step 2.2.2.9) is recommended to potentially alleviate this problem.

Related to Protocol 3 (cDNA transfection and HUVEC culture on a cover slips), a major influence to the success of the electroporation procedure is the handling of the HUVECs both during trypsinization of the cells to remove them from the plastic flask, and following the conclusion of the electroporation (steps 3.3.3-4, above). It is critical to carefully monitor the HUVECs while in trypsin, and not to exceed the time needed for the cells to "round-up" on the surface of the flask (typically 1-2 min). Excessive time in trypsin is a major cause of HUVEC death, which is typically not realized until the cells are plated onto fibronectin-coated coverslips (step 3.4) and then fail to attach to the substrate.

Of similar importance, HUVECs (and most primary cell types) do not fare well when suspended for long times in the electroporation buffer. During larger-scale experiments, for example, where the user has five or more conditions that require electroporation, it is better to keep the cells pelleted in individual tubes (1 tube per transfection) and to mix them, one-at-a-time, in the electroporation buffer immediately before electroporation. This approach minimizes incubation time in electroporation buffer and maximized HUVEC survival. Additionally, immediate rescue in complete culture media is also critical following electroporation. Rescue delays of one minute or more following electroporation can result in near complete HUVEC death and thus should be avoided.
Related cell migration assay (Protocol 9), the technique of culturing HUVECs at extremely high density depends on a critical modification (described in step 9.2) of the traditional HUVEC cell culture methodology (described in Protocol 3) that requires drying of the fibronectin coated coverslip in order to enable HUVEC culture into a very small area of the coverslip. Often times, if the coverslip is not completely dried or if the prior coating of the coverslip with fibronectin (steps 2.1 or 2.2) was not efficient, the media-containing cells that is placed on the coverslip will lose its surface tension and expand to the edges of the coverslip, thereby reducing the density of cells on the coverslip. One method to troubleshoot this potential problem is to aspirate the media from the coverslip and then place the coverslip (still in its 35mm dish) into the back of the biosafety cabinet for 5-10 min. This adaptation can help to avoid the flow of air within the cabinet to assist in drying the dish. If any visible liquid remains on the coverslip after air drying, aspirate the liquid spots and again allow to air dry for 5-10 additional min in the biosafety cabinet. It is important to note that there is no way to completely avoid this potential problem, but it does become less of an issue with repeated practice of the protocol. It is also a troubleshooting recommendation that when preparing coverslips for the cell migration assay (or any assay, in general), to prepare extra coverslips and have extra HUVECs ready-to-go in case of problems along the way.

With these troubleshooting considerations in mind, it is also important to highlight the utility of the protocols discussed and their implications in future cell biology research. The applicability to the polyacrylamide approach is wide-ranging, and includes not only two-dimensional studies of cell-ECM engagement (described above), but also three-dimensional investigations. This application is critical to increasing our understanding of how HUVECs regulate cell shape and migration in physiological environments and should provide investigators a basic understanding of how morphological changes are coordinated with cytoskeletal changes. While the protocols described here are focused on measurements of MT growth dynamics, the majority of the protocols can and should be adapted to measure any number of other microscopically measurable aspects of cell-ECM interactions. With respect to MT dynamics, there are numerous MAPs, including at least 14 families of kinesins, each with a potential role in contributing to HUVEC polarity and directed migration, and all of which can be investigated using the protocols presented.

Future investigations should also be targeted at cell-ECM engagement in normal versus diseased states. HUVEC protocols presented here are applicable to investigations of normal vascular homeostatic processes, as well as to disease states including heart disease, retinopathy, tumor growth and metastasis, to name a few. Conjugating visibly transparent ECMs and polyacrylamide substrates of amenable compliance with microscopic studies will allow for cell-ECM engagement studies such that endothelial cell vascular angiogenesis can be monitored with high spatial and temporal resolution. These types of experimental approaches have already begun to reveal important differences in endothelial cell shape, polarity, migration, and the effects of proteins that regulate these processes. Future efforts should aim to identify how the combination of ECM compliance and dimensionality mechanosensing may serve to locally control proteins that target and regulate cytoskeletal dynamics.
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